
Our growing company is hiring for an actuarial manager. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for actuarial manager

Ensure effective control of models in order to maintain process transparency
and regulatory compliance
Leading project design-delivery for key business projects and oversights with
the ability to translate pricing requirements and test new assumptions
Driving improvement projects wherever required, primarily focusing on
ensuring quality, accuracy and timeliness of existing regular reporting
requirements
Set-up pricing models following best practices of spreadsheet and model
management
Assist in presenting the results of pricing in various forums and to senior
management teams to explain the pricing methods & rationales, competitive
positioning and other pricing related details and take internal sign off on the
final premium rates
Assist in setting up processes for regular review of premium adequacy and
actual vs expected analysis for key pricing assumptions and revision of rates
when required
Internal reporting of portfolio performance within the company and design
action items
Identify data extract requirements from the systems to be able to perform all
pricing related analyses
Provide input to strategic planning of the company using the portfolio
performance study outputs
Contribute and implement ideas on standardizing and streamlining the results
production processes for continuous improvement
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Continually provide quality and timeliness of work upon requests to ensure
customer needs are met
Maintain good working relationships with customers through frequent
communication and arrange monthly meeting with local entities
Provide professional analytical support to local country’s actuaries
Estimate effort on specific ad-hoc tasks and analyses, skill levels required, set
schedules and recommend turnaround times considering end users’ delivery
requirements
Recommend and agree priorities with Local Entities
At least 7 years financial services industry experience, including at least 1
years of managerial experience, and a Fellow of a recognized actuarial
institute or equivalent


